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by subsidy housing

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI)
As the government moves to
within striking distance of a
corseressionally -set goal of
600,000
publicly -subsidized
housing units annually, the
, Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
head of the nation's Largest
transmission as Second Class Matter
organization of savings and
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per loan associations has suggested
Month 81.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 85.50; the cost is too high for the
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 18.00. taxpayers to pay.
"With the way these sub"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community ts the
sidy programs are growing it
Integrity 0 its Newspaper"
will not be many years before
MONDAY-MARCH 15, 1971
several billion dollars in tax
money is requied annually to
fund these programs," Lewis
S. Eaton, president of the U.S.
Savings and loan League, said
LEDGES A TIKES FILE
in a recent speech.
"I cannot believe that this
is a tolerable situation from
A regional iihrary is assured for Murray and Calloway County,
the point of vein of
according to Miss Margaret Willis, head of the Library Extension
the American taxpayer parService for the state. This will mean $30,000 in books and full time
ticularly when many of these
library services here.
taxpayers are in the same inCharles iToad) Erwin, age 48, died March 13 at the Murray
come brackets as families reHospital.
ceiving subsidies."
The Murray College High Music Department will present the
In 1968, Congress set a
seventh edition of ''Down South", a musical program at the Little
10-year goal of 26 million new
Chapel, MSC, March 17 and 18.
or rehabilitated housing units.
Births reported in past week include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
including 6 million publicly Way burn Wyatt and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice iteint which, in our opinion, are not for the beat
interest of our readers.
.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITIMKR CO., 1508
Madison, Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Ten Years Ago Today

assisted units for low and moderate income families.
Subsidized housing starts,
including programs of both
LEDGER g TIMES FILE
the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and
the Farmers Home AdminisOscar S. Jones, age 70, died March 13 at the Murray Hospital.
tration hit a record 470010
Another death reported was Sandra Jean Farris, age eight, of
units last year.
Coatsville, Pa.
Eugene A. Gulledge. commissioner of the Federal 'loos"A Kentucky Dozen" is the caption of a published picture
released by the U. S. Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif.. - ing Administration, said during
the fiscal year beginning July 1
Pictured in chow lint are Clyde Harp,Hain'Owen, Chad Stewart,
Billy Cain, Gene Lovins, Oliver McLemore, James Sykes„ "we can predict with reasonable assurance of achieving
William Crago, Raymond Copeland, Charles Tolley, and John
Mclvor, all from Murray. The 12th recruit from Murray. Joe Pat
the pretsse
600,000 starts
Elms, is not in the photo.
figure in the housing goal
The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the Daughters of the
adopted by Congress in 1968."
American Revolution met in the home of Mrs. Neuma Wear.
Mrs. James Johansen of Niagara Falls, N. Y., is the guest of her
mother. Mrs. Clint Ward.

a 20 Years Ago Today

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Imagine how it would be if there were no
generation gap, if the young people and the adult
people understood each other; if the adults, for
example, affected long hair and bare feet and the
young acted like grownups. The immediate results
would be an end to the wonderful nonsense fyouth
and more stubbed toes.
"Act

your age and be happy."
—Anonymous

Eaton, president of Fresnis
Guarantee Savings and Loan
Association in Fresno, Calif.,
said the nation should not
rely upon government subsidies as a long-run solution to
its housing problems.
Subsidy programs, he said,
may only mask increases in
the cost of land, labor and
materials. It does little good,
even for the recipient of the
subsidy, to bring his cost of
housing down to the level of
unsubsidised housing just a
few years ago, Eaton argued.
"In the earlier postwar period, we used liberalized mortgage ;Lyra to avoid a confrontation with the bask problem of housing costs increasing, year in and year out.
more rapidly than personal incomes and the cost-olliving
index." Eaton said. "If we
are not careful, interest subsidies could be the delis ing
factor in the decade of the
1970s.Subsidized housing includes
everything from low -rent public housing to cash given to
help low and moderate income
families make rent or mortpayments on homes sefrom the private market.
"It seems to me that subsidy paligrams...cannot be relied on very lung to sustain
the kind of housing production that we need in the coun. try year in and year out,"
Eaton said"With the kind of new propawn that have been inaugurated we are now using the
tax dollars to subsidize the
mortgage-- payments anditsrrents; of families with incomes
$5000 to $I 2.000 and
higher." he said.

ried

Old Man Winter
still packs wallop
NEW YORK (UPI) - Old
Man Winter may be. on the
way out but there still is life
in the old boy
and problem/ for homeowners.
Safety experts report that
accidents from falls on slippery steps, driveways and
walks continue at a high.rate
through larch and until eonsistentls warmer weather appears.
lost homeowners know
that salting is the mom inexpensive and effective means of
freeing surfaces of snow and
treacherous ice. But what may
not be known, a salt authori
says, is how to use salt
do

Roy could stand in
for a housebuilder

No solution

Sleet and freezing/ ran also
muin be treated.
-Avoid over-dosage: sou
don't need much to do the
job. One pound of salt will
melt 16 pounds of ice at 30
degrees. less at lower temperatines.
"And.- Sood em
"you don't have to
bout' salt killing
r vegeta.
tion or po
ne nearbs
streains
runoff if pen-

prrf,

sass deicing salt is the
serial universally used on
highways and assets to keep
them open and safe, and that
a number of recent studies.
the best pourable}ph.
including one bs the Ilipsna5
Here, fro,--T. 0. Wood, Research Hoard
of the Natechnical
-of the Salt tional Academes of
And let us consider one another to pros oke unto live and to good
Science.,.
Instil , a some helpful. have found no
evidence: that
works -Hebrews 10:24.
inajor streams and
•
The good that we foster in others comes hack full circle to bless
Wet, "heavy"snow actually polluted bs runoff. lakes are
as over and over
bonds to raods and walks and
A hems concentration of
deicing salt should be applied salt mas cater
a slight brown
as soon as the snow begins ing of grass
near walks but
STOWAWAY KITTEN
among a shipment of electrical falling.
it will turn green again. Wood
LONDON I UPI 1-A kitten that machinery on a seaboard world
Dry, powdery snow can be says.
stowed away on a New York-to- airlines flight. Traced to a shoveled or 6-Wept away
unless
London cargo flight last week Kennedy.4srport worker, it was it packs down or freezes..
If
flew home Tuesday night and got flown home in style, riding up that happens, melt with salt.
treatment.
the full V.I.P.
front with the captain on a
The small cat was discovered westbound flight.
The Almanac
United Press International
NEW YORK (UM Today is Monday, March 15, Where do you keep your flashlight!
the 74th day of 1971
It's_ a good thing to keep
The moon is between its full
it in mind to avoid that fruss.
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus, trating feeling of reaching for
a "light in the night" and
Mars and Jupiter.
•
The evening stars are Mercu- not finding- it.
At a Home Economics:Gm
ry and Saturn.
vention, a susyry showed 175
Those born on this day are home
enninnsigni kept 239
under the sign of Pisces.
flashlights in 4.1 different pia
On this day in history:
erg around their homes.
In 1916 Gen. John J. Pershing
In answer to a query from
was given command of 12,000 the makers of
"Everead5
U.S. troops and ordered to flashlights and batteries,
76.
proceed to Mexico and capture said they kept a flashlight
in
revolutionary leader Pancho the oar: 4.5.kept them in the
Villa.
kitchen arid 3/I left them in
In 1953 Russian Premier the . bedroom, including (WIC
Malenkov, successor to Josef who deeps with one "under
Stalin, claimed international her pillow."
Other popular places for
disputes could be settled by
flashlights included garagcs
peaceful means.
In 1969 doctors at Walter elcniets (all kinds), dresser dra
Reed Hospital reported -former weft and basement:, Si% rn
women carried flashlights in
President Dwight D. Eisenhow- their
purses
er was suffering from conges- homemaker and one barn,.1
listed her flash
tive, heart failure.
light as 'being -soinewher,
In 1970 Mai. Gen. Samuel the house.Koster resignea as superinten- .
weftsl mterc,Ivo.dent ot West Point alter he were a magnet light attashstl
and 13 other officers were to the ?ode 01-.1etrAusr
charged with suppressing infor- at the head (or foot) of Ow
mation about the killing of stain; and the nightstand
Am.
the bed.
civilians in %%Main. POLICE STA
N BOMBED—Weld County Deputy Sgt.
Thm s lcs clues in the wretioge of the police .
71 (ero
A thought for today: British
dep.irt ?tient in Ft.
ptons Coln.. after a bomb blast did
poet Alfred Lord Tennyson
The power plant of lloo,,Tr
..n ettm.ity51
d.mi.o!e. Two officers left, the
said, -Cast all your cares on DAM in Nevada cost $I
letilding-stist
-1scfose the explosion'. •
nod: that anchor hold"

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Tv profile

Flashlight
locations

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Roy Thinnes, who stars in the titk
role of "The Psychiatrist," appeared for two years in the daytimc
series "General Hospital" but restricts his real life medical
ministrations to the application of iodine to the ..skinned knee
of his young son.
Thinnes married actress Lynn Loring four years ago and it
is Christopher, 2, who occasionally bangs up his knees.
Roy is also the father of Leslie, 8, by a previous marriage.
She visits her father frequently.
The acig, couple live in Nichols canyon in 'a house Roy;
helped design,. It is a Mediterranean style house with a soaring,
arched living room. Roy personally built three additional rooms
to the house during a recent dry spell in his acting career.
lie is -an accomplished amateur carpenter, plasterer, painter
and woodworker.
An outstanding feature of the house is a brick floor ir
herringbone design throughout the ground floor.
Much of the house is decorated with Louis XV antiques mixed
with contemporary upholstered furniture. Lynn is fond of
describing the decor as "average chic."
Outside there is a swimming po
pool which sees service by tho
family the year around. Even little Christ toddles to the shallov
end on warm days to splash around.
Because both Roy and Lynn work they have a live-in nursemaid to care for Chris.
3-MONTH FIRE BURNING OUT—A fire that ignited a
Even so, Lynn is up ever), morning to fix her husband a
Shell Oil Co. platform in Bay Marchand, Gulf of Mexhearty breakfast. By 8 a.m. he is at Universal studios - a sixico, last December 1 (lower) will be extinguished by the
otninute drive from home -- where he works until 6:30, taking
end of March, company spokesmen announced in New
time off at noon for a brown bag lunch prepared by Lynn.
Orleans as they released a recent photo (top).
Roy has escaped the fate of most Southern California
husbands: he doesn't barbecue. Whatever cooking is done is
the responsibility of Mrs. Thinnes who is a bit too beautiful
to go down in history as an unforgettable cook.
Stay-at-homes
114v and I.ynn are determined stay-at-h6mes.
"We spent four years of effort in fixing sip this house,"
Roy says. "So we like to enjoy it."
grams intended to increase the
Roy collects good books and a mountain of stereo recordWASHINGTON (UPI)
the supply of funds available ings, mostly hard rock, of which fie is quickly tiring. For
The president of the Mortgage
for home loans.
relaxation he plays the baby grind piano in the living room.
Bankers Association says alMartin said in a recent _ A stative_of _Chicago, Thitines also designs and buildr furnithough Milhotia-Of Asimileitts speech that the new Federal ture in his spare
hours. His Muse is located on a 'hillside,
are still -poorly housed, Wier: 'tome loan Mortgage ('.orp. leaving little room for
lawn and garden. This suits him perfectly
isig costs may soon make it will buy about SI billion as he isn't an enthusiastic
gardener.
difficult to sell _ new homes worth-of. FHA and VA mort- -----Thissismi---Alreaserin
sthe-same
-clothes worn- by--t*:
- Jam-Fs
irinitpective
many
by pricing
gages this year, pumping that Whitman-In the NBC series for the excellent
reason that he wears
buyers out of the market.
much money back into the his}}wii wardrobe on the show - excepting the white
medical
Everett C. Spellinan said a
market for new loans.
tunics.
gap is widening between need
Ile said the board also jorf Now that Thinnes has his home the way he
wants it, he
and demand for new homes. sponsoring an $85 million pro- and Lynn have
been doing more entertaining. Given his pre-.
Demand is defined as a com- gram to lower mortgage pay- ference, Roy
would restrict his social life to I.ynn and Chris.
bination of the desire and the
ments by. $20 per month on
ability to buy.
about 70,000 homes of modSpellman cautioned build- erate-incase families.
BAROERS' CARTE BLANCHE
ers and lenders to keep an
Martin said his board,
CARSON CITY, Nev. UPI/eve on demand when making which regulates sayings and
Nevada barbers no longer are
their plans for home building loan associations, is remodeling
restricted to human hair.
this year. .Government offi- rules and regulations to make
cials estinune that housing it easier for the $170 billion
to;. Mike O'Callaghansigned
starts may reach the 2 million savings and loan industry to
a bill Tuesday allowing the
mark in 1971, a figure which
meet the need for home loans.
"waving and arranging, fitting,
might swamp the market, he
Home building activity has
cutting and styling" of men's
indicated.
been increasing in recent
wigs by barbers. Wigs can be
Unless there is caution, he
months following the severe
made of either hair or synthetic
said, "we will once again go slump of 1969 and early 1970.
materials, and can be beautithrough a housing cycle of
fied on or off the wearer's
overbuilding, declining prices,
head.
rising foreclosures, bankruptcies and failures of financial
institutions."
The culprit, Spellman said,
is the spiraling cost of home
construction.
"We have reached a point
where national policy planners
can contribute very little mote.
111 11 )1(t
APPROVED — T h e U.S.
to the housing supply with
Aeronautica
Senate
n
l
d
a
credit programs until they fa&
Space Sciences Committed*
up to the problem of cost."."
has approved unanimously
he said.
the nomination of James
Miles I- Cotten, an econoFletcher, a native of Utah,
mic consultant to the Mortto be administrator of
gage Hankers Associations said
NASA. Fletcher, 51, is
Cont. from 3:30
president of the University
the government cannot solve
of Utah and a pioneer
LAST 2 DAYS
housing problems by liberalispace scientist.
Academy
Award
zing credit terms.
"Buying and renting of
ommee
"Best
Actor"
BEST SELLERS
houses through liberal finan(UPI)
MELVIN
DOUGLAS in
cial teems and subsidies tend STAYS IN VIOLENTLY—In- (Compiled
by Publishers' Weekly;
"I Never Sang For
to discourage the industry dira Gandhi,--prime minisfrom cleaning house," Colean ter of India, kept her rulMy Father"
Fiction
Said.
ing Congress Parry in power in violence-marked genTo be continued
LOVE STORY - Erich Segal
Show Fri. & Sat.
eral elections which took
IN THE STREAM
Preston Martin, chairman of 94 lives. She was retinifa'l ISLANDS
Ernest Hemingway
the Federal Home Loan Bank to Parliament-with a marRICH MAN,POOR MAN - Irwin
Shaw '
board, said the government
gin of 100,000 votes.
VII - Leon Uris
08
will continge to support proGOD IS ARENGLISHMAN R.F. Delderfield
THE CHILD FROM THE SEA Elizabeth Goudge
THE CRYSTAL CAVE - Mary
Open. 6:45 Nitely plus
Stewart
•
PASSENGER TO FRANKFURT 1 imt Sat &- Sun.
Agatha Christie
CARAVAN TO VACCARES Adm.: '1.50 & 75'
Alistair MacLean
GREAT LION OF GOD Tonite
& Tuesday.,
Taylor Caldwell

Home buying hurt
by ballooning costs
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5
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YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE''
EAERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
' WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT •
a. ,•.••••• AAAIANINI Mints
SEX -- David Reuben,,
en op
INSIDE THE THIRD REICH
AlbertSpam
Each feature shown once
A WHITE MUSE DIARY - Lad*
turd Johnson
"Twice" at 7. I Tonit
FUTURE SHOCK Alvin ToMer
THE GREENING OF AMERICA
(lades Reich
DON'T FALL OFF THE MOUNTAIN Shirley MacLaine
CIVILISATION - Kenneth Clark
BODY LANGUAGE - Julius Fast
P PILLON - Henri Chorriere
Tonite EL

currviills ha. 's
Illroailwa5 in "Two In
narrates a ime-Isisir
speeial %pril I. "I Isrs
"BEHAVIOR BUM THAN MANY PEOPLE" — Ruling
Come- Peter Ciellinitail Ii,.
that Moe, pet chimpansee owned by James Davis
al.; it ill sing -time Ad Mg,
ter) and his wife in West Covina. Cali(, since their-Mass.
%nit. tg
for this aiiimatii000
singe last June, could continue living with them, Judge
art;
pro strain also MI hut
Jack Alex (eight) snid."....1 must say his. behavior is
1 11.1,4111i P• I If /al
,
. .1 1 sid...4 Ii
better Hunt many people-we see in Mk entirt.'s — '
III. I I a-t; r Itiiiiii%
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Guisti Is Number One
Reliefer For Pirates
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Denver Rockets. It was Indiana's 51st victory in 75 contests.
The Pacers have nine games
to lead by four. As the
has not allowed an earned run
By FRED DOWN
vantage of a cold streak by -the score again
the Comets were
remaining on their regular The Carlisle County Coets are
ended,
quarter
to seven in a 5-3 victory over
to
half
first
UPI Sports Writer
the
during
while Utah has on their way to the Kentucky Comets
schedule,
season
46-44.
top
on
the
Dodgers.
Dave Giusti's earned run
State Tournament after robbing run up a ten point half-time lead. The two clubs battled for the
11.
Giusti went four innings —a
average in spring training a
, the the Tilghman Blue Tornado of WS The Tornado hit 44 per rent from
contests
ABA
other
In
and'
year ago was 38.60. His ERA lot for him —against the
the floor, while the Comets hit a lead during the fourth stanza,
Virginia Squires, leaders of the fifth straight Regional Title.
time
final
one
this spring is 0.00. If you think Dodgers and left with the score
for
led
Tilghman
Torcent.
the
per
downed
26
cold
East Division, downed second- The Comets
that tells you something, think tied 2-2. Both runs off him were
bowing to the Carlisle
place Kentucky 139-121: Texas nado in a come-from-behind win Tilghman was on top at the before
of what it tells the Pittsburgh
George Davis committed
16quint.
half,
68-62.
first
the
in
point
Midway
and
132-123
,
blasted Memphis
personal for Paducah
Pirates.
the Floridians topped Pit- A blistering third quarter, 10, and at half-time, the score his final
What it means is that the
early in the quarter. The score
typical of many Carlisle vic- was 32-22.
tsburgh 117-114.
the
Pirates are confident they will
The Comets, under the hot hand was tied four times during
A 40-point blitz in the final tories, was the deciding factor in
before the
minutes
go into the 1971 National By United Press International
eight
final
in
back
put
came
Comets
The
around.
Larkin,
the
turn
Leonard
of
hand
quarter enabled Utah to
Tournaments
ly took over.
League East pennant race with
the Cougars their ninth straight an extremely effective full court the second half to tie the score at Comets complete
Atlantic Coast cone.
the relief ace who decided the
press into play in the third period, 36 all in five minutes by outheld
defense
Stars'
The
loss.
of the night was
Final Round
1970 race: the best short relief
The Top scorer
Carolina to 18 points in the final and outscored Tilghman 14-4 scoring Paducah 14-4.
Larkin of Carlisle with
52
Leonard
51
Car.
Caro.
pitcher in the division.
Comets went on to score two 18 points. Steve Friizell and
sesaion. Zehno Beaty and Glen urine the first five minutes,
Giusti, whose six-year record
Combs divided 58 points evenly The Tilghman five took ad- buckets before the Tornado could Mickie Thomason were also in
in the majors was 50-60 at the
Missouri Valley Playoff
to pace Utah. The Cougars
double figures with 14 and 11.
start of the 1970 season, Drake 86 Louisville 71
were led by Joe Caldwell's 39
emerged as the decisive factor
The Comets hit 37 per cent from
points.
in the Pirates' victory over the
NAIA (Final Round
he floor, on 25 of 68 tries. They
A balanced scoring attack,
Chicago Cubs and New York Ky. St. 102 E. Mich. 82
ade 18 of their 28 chances from
with eight men in double
Mets. He gave the Pirates late- Eliz. City St. 88 Fair. St. 87
e line good for 64 per cent.
figures, enabled Indiana to
inning relief pitching which (Consolation)
Paducah hit 25 of their 55 field
breeze past the Rockets. The
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
didn't get rolling in time to do
neither rival could match and
goal attempts for 46 per cent.
Editor
27-point bulge
Sports
a
owned
Pacers
UPI
record.
.77
12
a
than
better
NBA Standings
wound up the season with a 0-3
NCAA Coll. Div.
at one point in the third ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. "There is no reason why Twelve out of 28 free throw gave
By United Press International
record in 66 appearances.
Puget Sound 85 Sea. Pac. 78
Fred Lewis led Indiana I UPI)—Manager Gil Hodges is Seaver shouldn't come back," them 43 per cent from the charity
quarter.
Atlantic Division
A 30-year old native of (Theyney St. 60 Phil. Text. 58
with
and Mel Daniels certain that his New York Todges said. -Koosman, too, stripe.
21
points
GB
W. L. Pet.
Seneca Falls, N.Y., Giusti was Akron 77 Wooster 68
had 19 each. Mets, the "miracle" World and he has looked very sharp
Netolicky
and
Bob
Carlisle outrebounded the
X-New York 50 29 .633 ..
a confused man at about this IConaolationl
Daniels, the ABA's leading Champions of 1969 who finished this springseems to be firing
02
.577
33
45
36-35. Randie Dublin
hia
Philadelp
Tornado
time last spring. He was being Cal Poly (SW) 70 san Fran. St.
18
League
down
National
pulled
the
r,
third in
the ball in his old style. As for was high for Tilghman with 13
41 38 .519 9 rebounde
Boston
clouted all over the field in 68
Larry cannon was high East in 1970, will reboq9d to be Jones. he should come back to
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. I UPI
22 57 .278 28 caroms.
Buffalo
points. Charles Welch netted 12
exhibition games, knew he was (Consolation)
scorer for the rockets with 30 pennant contenders again in get a lot more hits for us this
is off to the
Petty
Richard
Division
Central
and George Davis added 11
not included in manager Danny
1971.
hottest start of his Nascar
year than he did last year "
W. L. Pet. GB points.
markers.
Murtaugh's plans for starting
The Chaparrals kept alive "oh, 1970 was not that bad a The Mets go into 1971 with
racing career, with three major X-Baltimore
...
.519
s
37
40
Regional
Div.
Univ.
was
he'
NCAA
feared
and
pitchers
quietly.
West
the
insisted
in
.
hopes
Hodges
playoff
year,"
their
in
as
the
on
lineup
starts
same
victories in six
virtually the
- Carlisle will carry a 34-2 record
34 45 .430 7
First Round
Atlanta
headed for the Minors.
third straight victo- "If we had finished third in 1970, and that is little changed to the Kentucky State TOurGrand National Stock Car Cincinnati
32 4.6 .410 8'2, with their
East Regime
But Giusti's position as the
of
lot
Donnie
a
in
1970,
26,
with
Moore
1969 and first
from 1969. During the winter nament Wednesday, they will
circuit.
13 64 .169 27 ry.'Gene
Cleveland
Pirates' No. 1 relief pitcher is Fordham 105 Furman 74
Freeman with 25 and Rich people in New York would be a they did a lot of talking in the meet Louisville Male in the first
rode his blue Plymouth
Petty
Division
Midwest
65
he
Duquesne
70
that
Penn
so secure this spring
and John Beasley, each lot happier today. The fact we trading markets—they were, round.
to victory under the caution
W. L. Pet. GB Jones
93 St. Jos. t Pa:( 75
was left behind Sunday to pitch
Carolina 500 at X-Milwaukee 65 14 .823 ... with 24 points, sparked Texas did it the other way around for instance, definitely interestthe
in
flag
for their B team against the
its 26th win in 75 contests: doesn't mean we won't be ed at one point in obtaining Named to the all-tournament
North Carolina Motor Speedway Chicago
49 28 .636 15 to
Mideast Regional
Los Angeles Dodgers while
loss to the Pacers contenders this year."
Denver's
place
first
Frank Robinson from the team were:
Sunday for 817,350
46 31 .597 18
Phoenix
was Maro. 62 Miami (Ohio) 47
team
Pittsburgh's A
the last-place Chaps to - Truth to tell, the "miracle" Orioles. They also were offering
enabled
the
for
—881,115
Tilghman
money
prize
2P-2
35
43
Charles Welch
Detroit
gamboling in Panama City W. Ky 74 Jacksonville 72
move within a game of the !Wets stayed close for a long to trade outfielder Ron Swo- David Alexander
Murray
young season.
Division
Pacific
all-star
an
Panamani
a
against
• ' time during 1970, and then boda_ und first baseman Ed
,
Murray
The win was No. 122 for
Hale
Pet. GB fourth-placeRociaa
Steve
L.
.
team.
dropped back to finish six Kranepool. None of those deals Leonard Larkin
Midwest Regional
Carlisle
Petty in his Nascar racing X-Los Angeles
.- The A team whipped the Notre Dame 102 TCU 94
Hire Torborg
Angels
games behind the Pirates. A lot came off—Robinson still is an Mickie Thomason
the record of 12
Carlisle
tied
and
career
31
47
help
the
with
8-0,
Calif.
ans,
tailoff,
S,
Panamani
PALM SPRING
of things went into the
Oriole and Swoboda and Krane- Freddie Whittemore Symsonia
superspeedway wins set by San Francisco 39 39 .500 8
Houston 72 Mex. St. 69
of a grand slam homer by Vic
UPI(—Catcher Jeff Torborg notably the stunning turnaround pool will be trying to break into Geroge Davis
Fred Lorenzen betore he retired San Diego
Tilghman
10'2
.468
37
42
Davalillo but the big news in
was acquired Sunday by the of"super" pitcher Tom Seaver.
Benton
West Regional
the Met lineup.
as the golden boy of stock car Seattle
David Davis
36 42 462 11
that
was
Los
camp
the
best
from
Pirates'
league's
Angels
the
Seaver, the
Fulton Co.
The one deal the Mets did Doug Goodman
racing in 1968.
L. Bea. St. 77 Weber St. 66
22 California
321
53
25
Portland
of
of
string
his
Giusti stretched
Angeles Dodgers in excess
pitcher in '69 with a 25-7 swing wasn't big but could be Keith McClure
Cuba
Lorenzen returned to the X-Clinched Div. Ttile
Brig. Young 91 Utah St. 82
consecutive innings in which he
record, was going even better unportant—they obtained veterthe waiver price of 820,000.
circuit last year and is still
Results
Sunday's
in '70 and then lost 10 of his an third baseman Bob AsproSCORING
looking for his first win. He had Boston 117 Chicago 104
Race
Wins
12 and wound up with an monte from the Houston Astros. Carlisle (8—Larkins 18,
Zilioli
last
500
Carolina
the
for
pole
the
Atlanta 108 Phil. 101
SAN BENEDETTO DEL 18-12 record.
That will mean nostalgia for Simmons 8, Smith 6, Turnbow 3,
and a duel between Lorenzen Portland 122 Buffalo 112
UPI(—halo Then there was Cleon Jones, some New York fans, for
TRONTO, Italy
and Petty was expected.
Duncan 8, Frizzell 14, Thomason
113
e
Phoenix 125 Milwauke
leading since the second who hit .340 in 1969 and dropped Aspromonte is the last active
But Lorenzen lost the lead to L.A. 110 Detroit 100
day of the five-day event, all the way to .277 last year. player in the Major Leagues Paducah (621—Davis 11, Paul
Bobby Isaac, who finished Cin. 115 Clev. 103
Sunday won the sixth annual And lefthander Jerry Koosman, who once was a Brooklyn 9. White 5. Welch 12, Dublin 13.
second in his Dodge, after the Seattle 124 Halt. 121
Tyrrhenian-to-the Adriatic cy- who had arm trouble in the Dodger, though for only one at- Romaine 4 French 8
first 15 laps and never was a (Only games scheduled
cling race.
first half of the season and
He
that.
after
threat
serious
]
sunMonday's Games
ORLANDO, Fla. UPI)—With Bob -Hope classic, the
behind
lap
a
joins Tom was running fourth
(No games scheduled)
his adrenalin flowing in the bronzed superstar
as the Petty when he collided with the
aftermath of his second tour Shaw and J.C. Snead
this already stricken Dodge of
winners
two-time
Palmer
only
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Cage Results

By United Press International
Satchel Paige, newly installed
had
unearned. Pirate starters
in baseball's Hall of Fame,
only 36 complete games last always espoused the philosophy,
season compared to 47 for the "Don't look back. Someone may
Mets and 59 for the Cubs which be gaining."
illustrates the importance of The Utah Stars have been
Giusti's late-inning relief work. looking over their shoulders for
On other fronts: Harmon the past couple of weeks and
Killebrew hit his fourth homer sure enough, someone was
of the srping as the Minnesota gaining. The Indiana Pacers.
Twins beat the Boston Red Sox, The Stars tried
to do
10-7. Killebrew is batting .529 something Sunday about a
and has driven in 10 runs in situation that has Indiana
exhibition games ... Denny breathing hard down their
McLain yielded two runs on necks from only a game back
seven hits, walked one and hit a in the battle for the West
batter in six innings in the Division lead. They defeated
Washington Senators' 7-4 win the Carolina Cougars, 126-103,
over the New York Yanks. I for their 51st win against 22
was the Yankees' sixth straigh losses.
loss.
But the Pacers stayed close
with a 131-121 victory over the
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powerful brakes
Big. powerful engines. Big,
plan. Ask the small
Datsun
the
to match. That's
your
expert.
ar
Datsun dealer.

BATSON
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney
S 12th St Datsun 751/114
"Open Evenings Until 8:00"

-24

Arl
,

during the "Win What You Wanna Win"
Sweepstakes. A turned on contest you
should know more about.

Come in for your entry blank!

t::::::::A

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
Downtown Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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p.b.. J. R.Durban:..
Monday, March 15
The Alpha Delta Kappa will
meet in the Faculty Lounge of the
University School at seven p.m.
with Sue Chaney, Barletta
Wrather, and Villa Miller as
hostesses.

;ootball widow's house
clean so now what?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Am I burning! Mary, whose husband is a
tball nut, asks you what to do when her man has his eyes
ed to the TV all weekend, and you say. "Bake a cake,
c an closets, cupboards or drawers. Catch up on your
ding or letter-writing. Do the ironing or mending or go
v it your mother!"
Abby, my closets are clean. And so are my cupboards
drawers. We have cake corning out of our ears, and my
aher is tired of seeing me and my two kids. I iron and
nd during the week, and everybody I write to owes me
1 ters.
I wonder what would happen if a wife spent the entire
v aekend pursuing her hobby', and told her husband to find
anething to do?
ANOTHER MARY, BOSTON
I

DEAR ABBY - Your answer to Mary sure made points
v ith my husband He couldn't wait to wave it under my nose.
Please tell your readers not to marry a football nut. You
o ll Dever change him. If I had a heart attack during a game
I would be left lying on the floor until the game was over.
FOOTBALL WIDOW, ST. LOUIS
DEAR ABBY. It's apparent that your husband isn't a
t trts fan. Mine is. Our social activities, and even our church
endance depends upon what time "the games" begin and
Even my sex life has suffered. By the time my arm-chair
( arterback has lived thru every play of the two [and
E anetimes three] consecutive football games, he has all he
e.in do to feed his face and fall into bed.
If I blow in his ear, he says, "Please, I've had enough
acitment for one daylv---DISGUSTED IN ZANESVILLE

Tickets are fifty cents for
students and one dollar for nonstudents.

Old
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press rules

Laundry
product
seized
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For dieters
Lunch is the meal most
frequently eaten away from
home. These are suggestions for dieters who carry
lunch. Pack
their own
small portions of several
foods rather than large
helpings of one or two
items. Include plenty of
fruits and vegetables, as
well as a low-calorie soup
or sandwich. An open-face
at
assembled
sandwich,
mealtime, contains fewer
calories than one made
with two slices of bread.
With careful planning dieters can have a nutritious
Mgr satisfying Itinch away
ffom home.

Fisherman's Bake
.Prepare one package 17oz.) sea shell macaroni wita
peas sauce and mix according' to package directions.
After baking 15 minutes
stir in one can 13 to 4 oz
sliced mushrooms, drained,
one can (7 oz. shrimp,
drained;
tablespoon
one
butter and one-fourth teaspoon
Worcestersbire
sauce. Continue baking according to package directions.
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Students Present
Program At Grove
WOW Meet Thursday
Three students from the
National Forsenic League at
Murray High School presented
the program at the dinner
meeting of the Woodman of the
World Grove 126 held on Thursday, March 11, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Lezlee Bartholomy gave a
humorous reading. Don Lamkins
and Wanda McNabb presented a
serious duet reading. The three
are students of Ron Beshear,
speech teacher at Murray High
School.
The group voted to give a
donation to the Murray-Calloway
Council on Drug Education.
Plans were made for the Club
delegates to attend the State
Convention at Gabes Motel,
Owensboro, March 26-28.
Mrs. Hazel Broach, president,
presided at the meeting.

FDA orders

li

by weight

AWN.,

rhos* 111-11/11 444 754-4967

Senior Recital of Rodney
Reynerson, Mayfield, piano, will
be at the Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
The Penny Homemakers Club charge.
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
Friday, March 13
You can achieve good reten a.m. with Mrs. Paul ButMiss Betty Tate, executive sults with permanent-press
terworthy as hostess.
director of the KARC will speak fabric available over the
at
a joint meeting of the Benton, counter If a few simple
Gill,
Donald
of
Senior Art show
and
Mayfield,
Calloway rules are followed.
Sturgis, will open at the
• Choose patterns which
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts Associations for Retarded
Building, MSU. There is no Children at the School for Ex- have straight lines with a
number of seams
charge and the exhibit will ceptional Children at Benton at minimum
and details. Avoid frills and
7:30 p.m.
continue through March 28.
fullness.
Calloway
The
Homemakers
• Do not attempt pleats,
BF Show of Daivd Metzger,
Murray, will open in the Kappa Club will have its annual day at is these fabrics are highly
creasing.
Pi room of Fine Arts Building, the Woman's Club House from resistant to
A
p.m.
craft
2:30
ten
a.m.
to
cotshow
mercerized
L'se
•
through
will
continue
MSU, and
polyester
and skit will be features for the ton. nylon or
March 28. No charge.
day. Willard Ails will speak on thread.
"Drug Abuse".,
Tuesday, March
• Preshrink zipper, tape
Saturday, March 28
The annual style show,"Spring
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood and any inter facings, if
Interlude XVII" will be will have a luncheon at noon at used,
• Relax the tension on
presented by the Music Depart- the home of Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley.
ment of the Murray Woman's Mrs. A. H. Titsworth will be the machine to prevent
seam puckering when garClub at the University School assisting hostess
ment is laundered.
auditorium at eight p.m.
• Guide fabric through
very gently, without forcPhi Delta Kappa fraternity for
ing or pulling.
men in education will meet at the
• Ease zipper In carefulBuilding,
MSU, a
Student Union
ly to reduce chance of
6:30 p.m.
puckering.
•Steam
press
seams
Senior recital of SuEllen t
with hot iron, testing first
Wilson, Clay, piano, will be at the
with a scrap at fabric to
Recital Hall of Fine Arts
determine
maximum
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
amount of heat which can
be used.
charge.

A pictorial presentation of
cubist movement, Guillaume
Apollinaire And His Time, in the
arts of the early 20th century in
DEAR ABBY: So you think a wife should keep herself
WASHDIGTON (UPI): A
which this French poet wrote will
t may all weekend while her husband parks himself in front of
laundry detergent adverLibrary
University
open
at
the
tised as non-polutting • was
time television watching football?
and continue until March 31.
seized by federal marshals
You did offer a suggestion which I'm considering. "Go
this week on grounds that
-it your mother — My mother lives 100 miles from here
County, it contained a hazardous
Calloway
The
I think I'll go anyway. If you use this letter please use
inAssociation
Retarded gredient as a substitute for
for
name—that's the only way my husband will know where
Children will meet at Robertson phosphates.
I cent.
NANCY IN N. M.
Elementary School at 7:30 p.m.
The Food and Drug AdDEAR ABBY - That gal, Mary, says her husband is
ministration ordered seiGood
United
Shepherd
The
1 al. devoted and ha's true blue. Great. Our dog has the
Methodist Church WSCS will zure of the product, called
ne qualities. Sometimes I wish I were the dog. He spends
Edolo-G. Malcomb W. Jenmeet at the church at one p.m.
: re time with my husband than I do. Of course, the dog
sen, acting FDA product
-sn't drirk, and my husband likes to have someone to
safety director, said the
The Coldwater Homemakers manufacturer,
( nk with him while he's watching football.
Ecolo-G
Club will meet at the home of Corp. of America, N. J.,
The next time my husband comes home I'll get down on
Mrs. Homer Bazzell.
had been asked to recall
fours and bark. Maybe he'll get confused and let me sit on
additional stocks from
I lap, or he might even take me in the car with him.
The Russell's Chapel United stores.
HAD IT IN JOPLIN
Methodist Church WSCS will
Housewives
would
DEAR ABBY Poor Mary, the weekend widow, sounds
be
meet at the home of Mrs. Mellie
well advised to use other
e she could use some cheering up.
Hopson at 1:30 p.m.
non-phosphate or low-phosI'm 6 feet, 2 inches tall, not a bad-looking guy, 36 and I'm
ong and healthy. I used to play football, but that's kid
The Faith Dot-an Circle of the phate detergents which are
First United Methodist Church properly labeled and to use./
ff. I now prefer more adult games. [Besides, it's more fun
WSCS will meet at the home of them carefully according to''
ng a participant than a spectator.]
Instructions," Jensen said.
'e
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North
My wife plays cards every Saturday. I live in
8th Street, at two p.m. with Miss
DEAN
FDA Commissioner
nneapolis. Where does Mary live?
Meadow lime as cohostess.
Charles C. Edwards said ,
DEAR DEAN: NOT in Minneapolis!
biological testing showed
Circle I of the First United the detergent "to be toxic,
. DEAR ABBY: For the first 15 years of marriage, I did
Methodist %Church WSCS will corrosive to skin and the
what you told Mary to do while her husband watched
meet at the social hall of the cause of severe eye irritafootball. If we ever drove anywhere with the kids we all had
tion."
rch at two p.m.
way
to abut up while Daddy kept the car radio on the whole
In New York, the U. S.
listening to a football game.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order attorney's office filed a
I finally woke up and said, "Listen, we're either going to
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet complaint charging a nonpill this family together or you can move to the YMCA!"
at the Masonic Hall at seven pan. phosphate detergent disHe got the message. One day of the weekend he can have
tributed by the Bohack
TV football—but on the other, we all do something
I
chain of food markets was
GAME
BEAT THE
t ;ether.
The Executive Board of the toxic and corrosive.
Kirksey School PTA will meet at
DEAR ABBY. I'm with you, and shame on Mary. My
The
Bohack
product,
the home of Mrs. Edward Willie
Irisband travels 773 days out of 365, and when he's borne I
called "Bohack no-phost one p.m.
phate controlled-suds dedon't care what he does as long as he's happy. At least he's
tergent," is packaged by
heene.
the same firm which disThe
I recently complained to a neighbor about how lonely I
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First Clutiatian tributes under the brand .
✓ e because my husband was away so much. She
Mune Ecolo-G.
Church will meet at the church
nmented, "At least you know he's coming home."
library at ten am.
I had forgotten, Abby, her husband died last summer.
Assistant U. S. Attorney
MRS. MURPHY, VAN NUYS
Bruce Smith said the prodWednesday, March 17
uct contains chemical soTIPS & TRICKS FOR COOKS The local art, sewing, music, dium
metasilicate which
and essay writing contests of the burns normal skin.
Apple Jam Roll-ups are easy Murray Woman's Club will be
to make and they're fun to have held at the
"It is corrosive to normal
club house at seven
on hand as snacka. Just use a
skin," Smith said. "It is a
p.m
package of pastry mix, prepared
severe irritant to the eyes,
WASHINGTON
(U P I):
according to directions. Roll the
either
,41tether you realize It or
diluted
full
The Wadesboro Homemakers strength." There or
pastry thin as can be. Spread
'of, you buy eggs by
was no reClub
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home
of
with
a
made
of
"jam"
canned
eetglat, not volume. The
sponse from Bohack, which
apple sauce sweetened with Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m
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,rade and the size deterbrown
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with
and the seizure of 1050
nine prices. The U.S. Deand
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cooked
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iozen large eggs must
pastry. Roll like a Jelly roll and with Mrs Virginia Beach,
Phosphates in deterpres
eeigh at least 24 ounces;
bake till brown. Make one long Gat esborough Circle, at 7.30 p m. . have been blamed for waf-ediums,
at
least
21
roll or several clay ones. Sprinkle
er pollution and Enloe; is
;flees, and smalls, at least
being advertised as a way
with confectioners sugar or dust
Thursday. March 18
ounces.
to fight water pollution It
with more spice. Scrumptious!
The
If the price spread per
Home
Department
of
the
•••
sells for ;1.59 for a 10nen eggs is less than sevMurray Woman's Club will have
pound box.
e cents between one size
a potluck luncheon at the club
Glamour Relish
id the next smaller grade,
A quick-and-easy blend of house at one p.m. Hostesses will
Air best value is the !ergthree flavors gives this zippy be Mesdames John 1.ivesay, R.
- size
For instance—
relish Combine 2 cups fresh M Miller, Commodore Jones,
rade A large eggs 60
cranberries, I cup sugar. '••-t cup William Purdom,G B Scott, and
Indian studied
orange juice, .1 cup water, and 1 Miss Maud Nance.
nits a dozen give vou
ore egg for the money
teaspoon grated orange rind
NEW YORK (UPI)
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ignored, the American leder
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cents.
is now a proper subja' I I
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7:30 Melia, profereor of special
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JO I galloon lukewarm water. School auditdrium -lit 7:30
p.m. /Jim into the mainstream of
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PrBIRTH. j
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Tidwell
who reside at Joe Mike's Trailer
Park, Mayfield. are the parents
of a baby girl, Tanuny Michelle,
Weighing six pounds twelve
ounces, born on Wednesday,
March 3, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield..
The new father is employed by
the Ryan Milk Company in the
Mayfield area. .
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Tidwell of Murray Route
Two and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hart
of Hazel Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Tidwell of Murray Two and
Mrs. Chlora Farmer of Murray.

Diet Dinner
Broiled Fish Fillets
Flgure-right Tomato Beans
Salad Bowl with Cottage Cheese
Grapefruit with Candied Ginger
FIGURE-RIGHT
TOMATO BEANS
An interesting new combination
1 pound snap beans, tipped
and washed
1 cup boiling water
1 teaspoon salt
1 can (16 ounces) stewed to.
matoes
1 large bay leaf
Boil the beans In a covered
saucepan with the water and
salt just until tender-crisp--about 10 minutes; drain. Slowly
heat tomatoes and bay leaf: add
beans; reheat if necessary
Serve in sauce dishes. Makes 6
servings.

Gary Armstrong of Sheffield, Alabama, was the winner of the
annual sophomore scholarship presented by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. He is pictured with Mrs.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the scholarship committee,
presenting him the check of one hundred dollars, and Mrs. Sam
Knight, chairman of the Music Department.
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Report belies
the myths
NEW YORK (UPI): An
in-depth study of women
who kept their children
when they became unmarried mothers six years ago
shows most of them have
blended well into society.
The authors of the study
released this week, Mignon
Sauber and Eileen M. Cor•
gan of the research department of the Community Council of Greater
New York, said their findings
"clearly
challenge
many myths" about women
who have had a child out of
wedrock.
"FOR THE great majority this experience has net
been the beginning of a life
of promiscuity, instability
dependency,"
and
they
wrote in the 177-page publication, "The six-year experience of unwed mothers
as parents."
"Six years after their
first child was born, they
have
in
most respects
blended into the general
population of mothers and
children, and ,exhibit the
wide range of life styles
and life situations found
among families in the population generally," the auttmrs said.
The book faund that 50
per cent of the more than
200 women studied had

a

a

married, half of them to
tir father of their first
child. Of the 50 per cent
who remained single, nearly half—or 42- per cent—
had had no other children
since their first child a as
born.
BESIDES THOSE married to the first child's fa(her, another 31 per cent of
the mothers had
maintained contact with him,
-seeing him in the past year,
the study found.
About nine in 10 of the
women still had their firstborn with them, according
to the study. Nearly all of
the children not at home
were living with relatives,
usually maternal grandparents.
Half of the mothers were
receiving public assistance
when interviewed, the authors said, but only 35 per
cent of the total group had
been receiving public assistance for as long as a
year when interviewed.
WOMEN WHO had married but were now separated had the lowest income
and were the most likely to
require public assistance,
they said On the other
hand, nearly 40 per cent of
the total group had never
received public assistance
in . the six years.

Ham bake
An easy, appealing main
dish can be prepared hy
combining sliced ham and
sweet potatoes in a casserole. Grease your favorite
oblong baking dish or pan
with butter or margarine.
Arrange layers of sliced
cooked sweet potatoes
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sprinkled with brown cup
ar, drained crushed pineapple. ham slices cut onefourth to three-eighths inch
thick. Top with crushed
pineapple. Bake in moderate oven 350 Degrees F.)
30 minutes or until heated
through.
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CRINKLE
CURRENTS
Crinkle patent exploded all over the fashion
scene. Setting off waves of excitement in belts
and bags and coats and shoes. Now, shapes
are free and easy. Colors are uninhibited . .
vibrating from the deep down darks to the
liveliest brights. Here are two shining currents.
Come see them all.
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Odds against Cambodian
soldiers on battlefield
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Federal State
Market Report
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God or Mammon.

Federal State Market News
Church takes steps
Service
10 Mayfield,
March
Wednesday
to protect collections
not one of them.
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
friend and foe alike, float Ky.
At nightfall you dig a very gently to earth.
— The hazards of soldiering
the rear of the parisn
market:
livestock
Farmers
READING, PA. (UPI): If
building.
have always been great. They shallow foxhole. You've not had
Ammunition is running out. Livestock weighed on arrival.
you
Luke
St.
visit
to
want
anything to eat since morning. Two soldiers decide to withThe electric drawer
are even more so if you happen
pull
you
Church,
Lutheran
sparked curiosity, JaxheimDuring the night the enemy draw, but their silhouettes are
to be a Cambodian soldier.
up to a bullet-proof drive-in
650
week
this
Cattle
er said.
You are equipped with a launches a mortar attack. For seen by the enemy and both are
window, tell the secretary
"When the congregation
Calves this week 50
your
receive
Communist
and
business,
Chinese, or three hours the rounds explode shot down.
saw it," he said,
first
WEEKS
'
TWO.
TO
COMPARED
around
you.
When
it stops you
clearance.
You hear something apAmerican, or Belgian or
would ask 'What's
"they
bulls
and
cows
Slaughter
AGO:
If you want to make a
proach. You toss a hand
Czechoslovakian weapon — all are afraid to sleep.
that?'"
calves
It seems like an eternity grenade. Suddenly you see a fully 1.00 higher, slaughter
donation, there's an electric
"I'd say it was 'for your
of different calibers and 200
deposit. We take it in but
rounds of ammunition,if you're before the sun slowly rises, but shadow, then two more. You and vealers steady to strong, drawer which slides out to
you don't notice it. The enemy don't make a sound. Your face feeder steers and heifers steady accept the contribution
lucky. You also have a few
we don't hand it out,'" he
4f
on
The Rev. Samuel C. Jazhand grenades and if you were has again started firing. You is pressed into the dirt of your to 1.00 higher with full advance
said.
heimer, the pastor, infortunate enough to get a push your head a little deeper foxhole. You hear and feel 300-500 lbs heifers.
NIIMMIliati•Netteltale15‘.1
A SHARE OF FRAZIER—Two members of Phi Chi Theta,
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility stalled the security precaumonth's training in South into the dirt, trembling with when the bullets hit you — you
professional business women's sorority at Penn State,
a
the
tions
because
recently
fear.
yielding
high
with
21.00-23.00
lose consciousness.
Vietnam, a steel helmet.
open-door
Park, Pa., hold up the share of stock in
University
church's
former
A Buddhist amulet in your
19.00The next day you awaken individual up to 23.50 Cutter
policy provided too easy acCloverlay, Inc., which was given to the organization.
mouth and the government- among more than 150 other 21.00, Canner 17.00-19.00.
Finally the government
cess to the collection plate.
That's the firm that manages heavyweight champion
issues you a holy Buddhist issued scarf around your neck, wounded men. You have pain in
SLAUGHTER BULLS: utility
Joe Frazier. They are Martha Phelps (left), Donna Beck.
you pray to Buddha.
Carl L. N. Erdman, a
scarf — and if your religious
your shoulder, side and leg. over 1000 lbs. 25.50-26.50.
FOXBORO, MASS.
vice
Airierthe
at
president
Suddenly
all
still.
is
beliefs are strong enough, it
Your uniform has been cut
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
(UPI): St. Mark's Episcoican Bank of Reading. ofYou count your ammunition. away and the blood-stained
will protect you from enemy
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. fered the pastor the winpal Church parishioners
Each soldier has about 50 bandages show where you've
bullets.
have been mystified by a
vealers 41.00-46.00, mixed Good dow from a branch being
rounds left. One soldier walks been hit. On the other side of
Then you climb into a bus or
phantom who has struck
36.00-41.00, Choice remodeled. The pastor had
to the rear, where he is told the road lie the plastic-covered and Choice
Pepsi Cola truck and head off to
38 homes since January.
calves 36.00-41.00, the window installed in the
lbs.
240-350
there is no more ammunition, bodies of the dead.
He strikes at night and
the front.
mixed Good and Choice 33.00- offices next to an alley in
no more food and no relief and
leaves a package tied
A rescue helicopter manned 36.00.
The front is a village the
with a ribbon that conthat the road back to Phnom by South Vietnamese lands in a
enemy has just taken. The
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
tains a bottle of wine, a
Penh has been cut by the paddy. The walking wounded
buses and Pepsi Cola trucks
loaf of bread and a
lbs. 36.50-39.50, with
enemy.
WASHINGTON (ANF) —
fight for a place in the chopper. 300-500
stop and the battle begins.
typewritte
steak. A
choice 300-350 lbs. up
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several
The news is accepted
Those too weak to move are
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is
the
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to
addressed
Choice
stoically at the front.
carried. The coal breeze of the to 42.00, mixed Good and
homeowner, signed,
Yard by yard you advance.
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in
Poorly
lbs.
500-700
33.50-36.50,
lbs.
300-500
That night the enemy propeller blades carries away
"With love from the St.
The sound of small arms fire
30.50-33.50, Good 300-500 lbs.
'course will find A tougher to
WASHINGTON (UPI):
launches
mortar
another
atThe
phantom."
Mark's
stench
the
rotting
of
flesh.
and exploding mortar rounds
A House subcommittee
tack, but this time it is followed
Rev. Walter Sobol, recget promoted.
You lie on the floor of the 30.50-33.50,500-700 lbs. 27.50-30.50.
deafen you. You empty your
plans to recommend intor of St. Mark's, says
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
by a ground assault.
helicopter as it rises from the
Effective'immediately, acaweapon at a tree 100 yards
stallation of closed-cirthe phantom has jogged
AU. S. C-119 gunship arrives battle scene. You are going 300-500 lbs. 30.00-32.50 with
cuit
ahead and reload
television
elecand
reports will reflect
demic
who
people
the
of
some
81916
halfway through the battle.
several high Choice 300-400 lbs.
home.
tronic devices to prevent
Your friends get wounded.
regchurch
attend
didn't
of student offiperformance
Coupe
Special"
'Something
12(5)
Waterfalls of red tracers rain
27.00-30.00,
lbs.
34.50,500-700
You
to
up
lucky.
are
of
Many
those
another bombing of the
ularly and
reminded
Some die. They are carried to
upon the enemy-occupied on the ground will never see mixed Good and Choice 300.500
cers who do poorly in their
U.S. Capitol, according
them "the church loves
the rear. You are glad you are
Datsun's Something
village. Flares, illuminating home again.
24.00Rep.
to
J.
lbs.
Kenneth
Gray
lbs. 27.00-30100, 500-700
basic branch course, through
them."
Special 1200 Sport Coupe
ID.,
Ill.).
27.00.
includes all the extras:
lack of ability or motivation.
After concluding two
•Whitewall tires
Commandants of service
days of testimony on
•Fully reclining buckets
bombings and
bomb
schools will forward copies of
•Tinted glass
"Nobody cares about wothreats at government
•Safety front disc brakes
academic reports to the Demen anymore" is the fashion
buildings yesterday,
•Fold-down rear seat
LOS ANGELES (UPI):
cry. from females all over the
partment of the Army and
Gray said he also supDrive a Datsun
Two women have filed suit
ports creation of a nacountry, a spokesman for Sialso place a copy of basic
...then decide.
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tax
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out districts
Department_ of Parks and helped feed the wild animals
wearable,
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all
so
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There
He
legislation
said
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the
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living
Breckinridge Job Corps Center
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
PHiLADELPHIA (UPD:
demption centers.
believable, practical clothes for
creating such a commiswill be accomplished prior to
Harold Ericsen, manager of
will result in benefits for campers
that
Education Commiscontended
suit
S.
U.
The
with
woman,
a
plus
sion,
Hill
Capitorl
suburban
the
* plus local freight, state
the individual's departure
and picnickers in two state parks Vocational Training, said the sioner Sydney P. Marland
Blue Chip charged sales tax
commission to study imcash in hand, to buy pile she
the service school.
from
as well as valuable training for center always welcomes such Jr. told a regional meeting
and license plate
salestax
redempthat
basis
improvof
ways
mediate
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on
wants. The complaint comes
"Everyone
scores of young men 16 to 21 arrangements.
ing security at the U.S.
tion "constituted a taxable
said to
clothes
governviewing
federal
after
here
the
Proriiotion authorities will
benefits, Ericsen said, "But
Capitol complex, would
learning a trade.
sale of tangible personal
be only for the young, the
ment cannot provide
be contained in a bill
take this Basic branch acaThe women said,
The Parks Department has especially our corpsmen who
property."
want
"Women
rich.
the
slim,
money to hail out bankrupt
authorizing between $2
demic report into considerahowever, no sale was inmade an agreement with the Job gain a working knowledge of a
fashion, not absurdity, the
million and $3 million
school districts.
ticn
when
tradethe
because
determining
volved
Corps Center whereby Parks will skill through actual work
S. 12th Street
commentator said.
for security in the capiDr. Marland, former suwhether to promote an offistamp books explain that
supply the raw material, steel, assignments."
tol.
Allegheny
of
perintendent
Phone 753-7114
cer to first lieutenant.
the stamps 'At all time"
and the center will furnish the "In working together, the County Schools, said there
Co.
Chip
Blue
the
to
belong
atknow-how and labor for the young men here develop an
Id "no way under federal
law" to ease the districts
fabrication of 158 metal fire rings titude of cooperation." he said.
to be installed at Lake Barkley "Our staff members encourage out of "emergency condiState Resort Park and Pennyrile corpsmen to develop motivations tions."
Marland spoke at the
and attitudes that will make them
State Resort Park.
opesaing of a series of
society.
of
members
productive
enclose
to
The rings, designed
workshops called to explain
recreational campfires, will cost
Calif. (UPI)—A the $11 billion special eduSTANFORD,
WASHINGTON 1.11PII—Presapproxomately $10 per unit.
c at ion revenue-sharing
36-year-old burglar alarm in- program, readied for the ident Nixon's rejection of a
in
useful
especially
be
They will
staller died a month and a half
1972 fiscal year Marland Japanese offer to restrict
preventing forest fires and
after receiving a new heart in a
said, if the • program is textile imports may have
random fire-scarred spots where
adopted, the schools might touched off an all-out .free trade
transplant operation, Stanford
campfire sites are selected
Center an- receive some reliet.
Medical
University
battle in Congress and—perhaps
haphazardly by campers.
School grants, he said, more significantly—dropped a
nounced Monday. .
The Job Corps Center at
funbe
to
continue
would
new roadblock in front of
Albert Rupp, San Jose, Calif.,
Morganfield has made similar
neled through the states to
underwent the transplant the municipalities. If the Nixon's domestic legislative
who
as
such
before,
agreements
Jan. 5, died last week.
cities feel they are not get- program.
volunteer work done for the on
Nixon turned down Thursday
His death left 10 of Stanford's ting their proper share of
Wildlife
Higginson
Henry
28 heart recipients living. Two funds, he added, they could a Japanese offer to restrict the
with
conjunction
in
Preservation
country's
that
of
have survived more than two appeal through the courts growth
the State Department of Fish and
and his office.
noncotton textile exports to the
years.
United States during the next
three years. The President said
the offer was unacceptable
because it would have used
current export levels as a base,
and those exports were at a
record level in January.
One factor in Nixon's decision
was an admitted irritation that
the Japanese had by-passed the
negotiations belong-stalled
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, March 15, March 16, March 17
tween the two governments and
reached their decision with
ANY
thehelp of Rep. Wilbur D Mills,
D-Ark., chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee.
one
as
count
dresses
two-piece
or
Match suits
Nixon said he now would
submit legislation to.roll back
the Japanese import of noncotton textiles to their 1965 level.
His move drew praise from the
American textile industry,
which claims it is losing
business and jobs in a flood of
cheaper Japanese imports
But Mills promptly pledged
no such quota legislation would
pass Congress if he has
week long
anything to do with it As
chairman of the committee
which controls the congressional pursestrings, Mills has plenty
to do with it—and many other
things besides.
Last year Congress passed
Laundered to Perfectio
the first restrictive trade
ieci,slation since the early days
of Vie Depression. That legislation would have restricted
SEURL 71
noncotton imports, as Nixon
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
would
also
has requested, but
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
have established quotas for
children of school age who can be
no stopping it.
Women who get German Measles
immunized with a safe, effective vac(,ne
shoe imports, which Nixon did
Your help is needed. Now. If you
while they are pregnant may have only
But the vaccine is useless unless
have yowtg-children, see to it that they
not want, and set up machinery
a 50-50 chance of having a normal baby.
ste use it. ms.
are vaccinated against German Measles.
Not very good•ex:ds.
for possible other quotas.
• The list of excuses is long. But
During the l'ast major German
Ask your family doctor. Or the
That measure died in the
t.rrie is rhort. Another big outbreak
board of health.
Measles epidemic in 1964, more than
closing days of Congress. but
on hangers with any
is expected this year in Kentucky.
What you do after reading this
30,000 babies died and at least that
not before widespread debate
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
All children desperately need to
could make a lot of difference.
.•
many more were crippled for life.
between the free trade and
The differenre beteeen life and death.
be viccinnted f the •pidemiclis to
The real tragedy is all this doesn't
protectionist forces.Mills now
cc,'stopped before it can begin.
have to happen.
says the free traders, largely
Because once it starts, there's
KENTUCKY
Most of the virus 1 spread by young
unorganized early last year,
BLUE CROSS'und BLUE SHIELD*
have grown to the point where
•••••••••• ie. • I...., Orme.,.0106 •
40.11.
••
•
they can offer a coordinated
• ...•—.......S•••Pr*
Open Daily trom 7 am.-6 p.m.
put
opposition to arsei. attempt to
dampers on ti-way trade

Friendly
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Grades Are
The extras
Important For are all standard
New Officers equipment,not
little surprises
on the sticker.

Security devices!
for Capitol

Job Corps Trainees To
Build Park Fire Rings

Stamp company
faces tax suit

Bankrupt
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U.S.
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Datsun

Battle On Free
Trade Touched
Off By Nixon

Drycleaning

SPECIALS'
2 GARMENTS

TRY OUR
STA-DRI
WATER
REPELLENT
Shirt
Special

The wonder drug that prevents babies
frombeing born blind,dea mentally defective
and dead from German Measles.
- The wonder is people won't use it.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
DRIVE-UP
WINDOW

5,0Rsi00
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War tax group
rescues woman
from IRS throes
SEATTLE (UPI): War
Tax Resistance Northwest
has come to the rescue of
member Lorgan Segal .of
Seattle after the Internal
NRevenue Service politely
sold her car to collect
126.70 in federal taxes she
had refused to pay.
Miss Segal, a 25-year-old
secretary, has refused for
the past two years to pay
the 10 per cent federal excise tax on her telephone
bill. contending the tax is
used to support the war in
Vietnam.
The IRS seized her car.
called for sealed bids and
sold it to the highest bidder. The hivh bid of MOO
came from War Tax Resistance Northwest. The group
returned the car to Miss
Segal, and the IRS will give
her the difference between
the $400 and her tax bill
plus costa of the sale.
ace
Cast addition
HOLLYWOOD (LPI)—Chararter actor Henry Jones vias
added to the east of "Skin
Game" at Warner Bros.

Timetable -set
for postartaises

Mailing list sale
ban is sought

WASHINGTON
The postal rate commission
WASHINGTON (UPI): Rep.-Robert H. Steele (R.,
has set a timetable for consideration of proposals to
Conn 1. plans to introduce
raise first class mail to 8
legislation this week to procents, air mall to 11 cents
hibit the government from
and magazine and newspaselling mailing lists to diper mailing rates by 142
rect mail advertisers.
per cent.
Steele says the Internal
The commission action
Revenue Service sold
virtually assured that the
140,000 names and addresshigher rates will take efes et licensed gun dealers
fect automatically May 15.
and collectors to 60 buyers,
Under last year's Postal Remostly "junk mailers"; that
organization Act, a onethe Federal Aviation Adthird increase in postal
ministration sells lists of
rates will automatically
pilots' names and that for
take effect 110 days after it
fl the Postal Service will
is proposed if the rate comsell a list of all those who
mission fails to act by then.
recently have filed a change
The new postal service
of address card.
proposed the rate package,
designed to bring in an extra $1.45 billion in fiscal
***
1972, May 2. Officials said
at the time they doubted
the rate commission could
complete action within the
SING -PORE (UPI) — Singlegal time limit.
apore nnported more than
The commission sched5,000 miles of television and
uled a pre-hearing confermovie film la-st sear, says the
ence March 29 and spokesNevi Nation newspaper.
men expressed the hope
Film critic Edgar Koh catehearings could start by
gorized the film as "hours of
April 19. This apparently
entertainment or miles of
would not leave enough
time to complete the procrubbish — depending on your
ess before the May 15 deadline.

Point of view

iBut they're staying,
Indians say

SIMMONS, 22, an ex-Marine, said the former federal penitentiary in the middle of San Francisco Bay is
without electricity because
its generator broke down.
Buildings are being torn
down "to provide firewood" and water is carried
out daily in five-gallon cans
boat
aboard a
whose
maintenance has bankrupted the Indians, who seized
the island 16 months ago.

[
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Scope
of FHA
widened
Residents of more
rural towns
now eligible
WASHINGTON
1U P
The Agriculture Department. activating a measure
approved by Congress last
year. has said it was mak-1
ing residents of rural towns

NEE

SOUTH KOREA
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SOUTH VIETNAM
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INDIANS KILL 54
OF EACH 091111
WHILE GIVING
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MAJORITY VOTI

m,FAA140w, A HAWK, IS New
AUSTRALIA MUNI MINISTER
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AS 'UNDERMINING" COLLEAGUES
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BY 14UNDIEDS AS mei
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DEAD IN EAST PAKISTAN
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Security at Capitol

"But what we iced more
than anything is more Indians," said Simmons.

THE INVADERS of the
government-owned
island
are confident they can
hang on indefinitely because "conditions are worse
on the reservations" Simmons said.
- The five-man council expects newcomers to arrive
in the spring when weather
conditions improve and
schools begin vacations.
Interior Department
has offered to make it an
Indian-oriented park, but
the occupants have demanded title and funds for
an Indian-operated cultural
center and university.
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SAN FRANCISCO (UPI):
The Indian occupants of Alcatraz. their ranks reduced
by bad weather and a diet
of rice and beans ,are seeking reinforcements.
"The winter has been
pretty rough," said Herb
Simmons, a member of the
island's ruling council. "It
has been cold during the
last few weeks, and we are
having beans and rice a lot,
but the people are happy."

He said there are 30 to
40 people on the island—
compared to 150 a year
ago A government official
says the number is "about
20."

BARBER CAR, it's called, on display at the Roadster Show in Portland, Ore. Seats
are two barber chairs, barber poles revolve on each side, a windshield is supported by posts resembling straight razors, and there's a built-in sink behind the seats.

WORLD WEEK

Alcatraz
e rugged

Patronage appointments
of guards criticized
WASHINGTON (UPI): Sen Robert P. Griffin
criticized patronage appointments of capitol police as
congressional leaders began to search today for a
possible means of strengthening security at the
capitol.
Capitol police chief James M. Powell also ordered
the 591-man force to continue working a six-day
week to compensate for a shortage of manpower.
Powell has assigned officers to work overtime since
a bomb exploded in the Senate wing last Monday.
Griffin, the assistant Senate Republican leader,
said the capitol must have professional security.
The authorized strength of the capitol police
force is 622, with one-fourth being college students
and others under patronage.
Thousands of people pass unchecked through the
capitol each day. When security at other federal
buildings was tightened following bombing threats
from underground radicals last summer, there was
no change in the freedom of access to the capitol.
Powell said several telephoned bomb threats are
received at the capitol each week.
Despite the bombing, Griffin said he believes the
capitol should be open to the public, but with
safeguards. He suggested, among other possibilities,
roping off the many "nooks and crannies" that
honeycomb the building and let visitors inspect only
the main attractions.

Victor Reuther
plans to retire

Eskimos seek
1_`war chest'

DETROIT (UPI): Victor
Reuther, who joined his
late brother, Walter, in
founding the United Auto
Workers, will retire from
the union in the spring of
1972.
Reuther, 59, says he will
leave his post as director of
the
UAW's
International
Affairs Department after
the 1972 union convention.
Reuther noted the UAW
has been pushing in contract negotiations for a "30
an -out" provision for retir
t after 30 years of
servi
regardless of age.
"Since I have 035, it's time
for me," Reuther said.

SAN FRANCISCO
(UPI): Alaska's Eskimos
are gathering a "war
chest" for their battle
over the oil-rich wilds of
the 49th state.
Hohn Upicksoun of
Barrow, president of the
Arctic Slope Native Association, says the troup
is launching a $50,000
fund-raising drive so it
can secure payment for
the land "in relation to
its present value." "We
cannot obtain a just settlement without a war
chest," he said. "We natives who own this nowrich land, who live on it,
and from whom this
land will be taken are
unable to defend ourselves."
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HI
in the 5500-to-10(100 population bracket elitible for
housing loans insured by
the Farmers Home Admin.
stration
In the past. the FHA's
rapidly-expanding housing
loan program had been restricted to homes in the
open country and towns of
UP to 5500 Congress authorized the expansion to
towns of up to 10.000 in a
housing act lastlear.
James V. Smith. FHA administrator7 said in a statement announcing activation
of the change that "thousands of communities are
in the (new) category . . .

INCOME
full or par
Service P
hourly an,
area. Wri
Ray Has
Freeport,

and I know that our 'program in rural housing will
expand substantially and as
a result of this broadened
authority." Other officials,
however, said the estimate
prepared in the initial
statement was mistaken
and that about 800 towns
were believed to be in the
5500 to 10.000 bracket.
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Abelard and Heloise
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Fred
Zinneman's next movie will be
a film version of the Ronald
Millar play "Abe-lard and
Ileloise" for John Woolf's
Romulus Films.

APPLY A
Central SI
applicatio
Tuesday.

One nice advantage of a,
Lovin'Phone Call is you don't
haveto lickthe stamp.
Dialing a long distance Lovin'PhoneCall direct is faster and
easier than writing a letter—plus Otere's no bitter aftertaste.
- Andev.en if you've forgotten the number of that certain
someone,no problem.
Just dial 1", then the area code(if different from your own),
then 555-1212:That connects you with the Directory Assistance
Operator in the city you're calling,. Just tell her who you'd like to talk
with,and she'll give you the number in a jiffy.
And remember,rates are low i'.very night and all weekend long.
So why tu,t address yourself to a Lovin'Phone Call tonight?
What else that costs so little puts
YOU in touch so fast?

5.11c;
:v*44

© South Central Bel

WANTEE
Position
Shorthang
to P. 0
Kentucky

Good looking clothing.
Sanitone drycleaning.
They go hand in hand.
Catalina

created these fashions. And Catalina
knows how to keep them looking fresh as new:
they recommend only Sanitone drycleaning.• Our
exclusiye process actually retexturizes fabrics. Gives
them a delicate, subtle difference.Amproves appearance and extends life of the
•*.
garments.• Get in step with the
Sanuone
latest fashions. Then protect them
with the best quality drycleaning
in town:

LADIES
time earl
per ience r
interview
753-1711 bi

NEW 1971
$3650.00,
31--2 miles
753-9151.

*
Ar----* SPECIAL
(MARCH 2
THRU 27)

Pick up a good second car from Volkswagen.
MEN
dS
SomebToWTr-csded -in a Rolls-Royce for a Volkswagen?
Yes, somebody traded in a Rolis-RoyCe for a
Volkswagen
It happened in Texas, of course
But even in oyfroge states some pretty fancy
cots snow Up on cr.VW -dealer's used car lot
And iorne not so fancy cars. And some quite
practical cars like Volkswagens.
—Burrio ear, Rolls or VW, gets that guarantee on
the windshield automat.cally.
First it gctsts

a vg0rOus
•

16-po,nt in-

StAchon.

!Conyth,ng needs facmg, it gets fixed
Only then does the dealer guarantee

repair or replacement of every major
port' for 'Furry days or a thousand miles

the

LADIESS

free.

workmg

(Pant Suits Included)$ 1

Wh,cheyer comes first.

So when a Volkswagen dealer says that a used
car is as good on the insi,le as
looks on the ositInte, you don't have
to trust him.
He'll put it coll_cli,,wn in willing ' •
yo,u

ITs
11

Do r
a th
CAL

BOONE'S

'

504.

LAUNDRY and CLEANERS

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

"The Cleaner Interested
In You"

$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P M.
•

•

100
Pfioni
Horne
vi
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

5145 KILL 94
ACH 01140
ILE GIVING
E MINISTER
IDHI A RIG
DRITT VOTE
K

4E1S EVACUATE
>REDS AS RIOTS
A011 THAN 300
EAST PAKISTAN

F

MONDAY-MARCH 15, 1971 .

54944

chest'

tNCISCO
a's Eskimos
rig a "war
their battle
-ich wilds of
e.
icksoun of
rident of the
Native Asvs the troup
a $50,000
drive so it
Payment for
relation to
value." "We
n a just setbout a war
Lid. "We navn this nowio live on it,
whom this
! taken are
defend our-

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

A MEMORIAL OF TRIBUTE,
REFLECTION, AND LOVE
to

)arent and in all her busy hours
the wrought well. She was active
n her church. She became in.rolved in community affairs,
)ecomtng a charter member and
.he first officer of a well known
Fraternal organization for family
3rotection-The Royal neigh-

MOBILE HOME. 10x42. Air- SEE AND SELL YOURSELF WE ARE offering our Gilson
ELEC'TROLUX SALES & Ser- 1954 CHEVROLET one ton truck.
conditioned, two and one-half Large brick home in New High tractors and tillers at sale prices. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. Dual wheels, flat bed with new
miles from Murray. Phone 753- School area. Living room, dining Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Sanders,
phone 382-2468, Far- five foot cattle racks. Excellent
2583 after 5:00 p.m.
M15 room, family room with Hardin, Kentucky, 437mington, Kentucky.
Aprilla condition. Phone 489-2528. M15C
fireplace, large modern kitchen 4412.
March24NC
TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 with dishwasher,
1967 PONTIAC Bonneville 2 door
disposal, lots of
a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple cabinets and
pantry. Four car- LITTLE GIRLS clothes, sizes 2,
hardtop, power and air, new
ors.
preferred. No pets. See at 1601 peted bedrooms, 2i
M15C
tires, sell $1150. Phone 436baths, 3,4,6 and 7. Call 753-3110
Her interest in good governCollege Farm Road or call 1-313- central heat and air.
2323
M15C
-nent was exemplified by the fact
842-2162.
WHEELHORSE TRACTOR
she voted in every election
.hat
Suddenly Available
1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8,
M23NC
mower, like new, 8 h.p. Phone
from 1889 until 1969. In late years
Here is the "like new" home
brakes
and
air,
power
factory
M25C
753-7569
Room sKft
Per steering, new battery, brakes,
when many aged succumb she
TWO BEDROOM duplex, all you can move into IMtook
in stride a broken arm, a
Benefit
%MI
Day
MEDIATELY.
Only
4
years
old
carburetor and tires. Phone 753paneled, hardwood floors, air1965 GREEN Corvair with exbroken hip, and a removal of
Free Information
M16C
1499 or 753-3080.
conditioner, water furnished. and, PAMPERED. 3 large cellent white interior. Also 1969
cataracts from her eyes at the
Private driveway. Phone 489-2595 bedrooms, 2 baths, paneled Honda C B 160 motorcycle, in
age of 95. She bounced back to
family
room
with
fireplace,
fully
M16C
1968 VOLKSWAGEN, sedan.
excellent condition. Phone 767- Insurance
and walk and read and keep
sew
heat
central
equipped kitchen,
4427.
Serviced regularly. First $100.00
a keen interest in affairs of the
2
car
and
753-419
carpeted
fully
air,.
and
Agency
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
M19C
over $1160.00 wholesale price
day.
Nice quite location, shady' and carport. $29,900.00.
buys it. Phone 753-6786 after 5:00
It is intriguing to note the
This can be the most important
grass lawn. One mile from city.
READY FOR A SURPRISE
p.m.M17P
KELVINATOR
changes which took place during
idvertisement of your life - beCouples or one child. Phone 753- Then inspect this sparkling 3 REFRIGERATOR. Good con*use it may change your economic
he century of her life span. For
picture from "bleak" to "bright".
5109.
Ml5P bedroom, brick veneer, with dition. Coppertone. Phone 7531966 RED MUSTANG G T. Four ELLA McCUISTON HAMLIN example, she used the sidecentral heat and air. Also 2 tile 8816
Owners who now service Ull
speed, wide oval tires, clean, one
saddle, the wagon, the buggy, the'
1868-1971
baths, kitchen and den com- M16C
ending machines are growing from
owner car. Phone 753-3456 days,
auto, looked up from her yard to
LARGE EFFICIENCY apartpart-time to tull-time operators with
bination, living room, carpets,
How many lives can one touch the airplane and the jet, and read
or 753-5402 after 5:00 p.m.M16C
ment,large closets; electric heat
Company's financing.
storm doors and windows, and a FOUR 10 inch super Bee hives.
in living for 102 active years? with her own eyes in her own
and air-conditioned. Private
As little as $600 to $1500 investfenced back yard. Priced to sell Eight 6 inch super Bee hives. For
How many deeds of service can a paper the account of Armstrongs
entrance,
ideal
for
couple.
White
ment in WI profit producing sendWANT TO BUY
at $24,500.00.
person perform in a century? first step on the moon. It was hers
information
call
753-6495.
House Apartments, 1606 West
ing machines can grow.
How much of our country's to witness and to experience the
M16C
UP FOR ADOPTION
Main.M17N(
Time requirement is 6 to 8 hours
WANT TO BUY; 10x12 house history would be witnessed and countless discoveries and adA large fireplace located in the
per week along with a serviceable
trailers. Call Brandon Dill after experienced by a citizen living vancements in all phases of
EIGHT
ROOM
Marlin
house,
center
of
this
home
is
the
den
of
753-3642
Maple St.
car. No personal sales calls The
FOR ALL your home alterations
4:00 p.m. or all day Saturday and ten decades in one community? science, medicine, and comBluebird box ( built to exact
machines do the selling for you.
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or fine family living. Newly
Sunday, 753-2930.M17C
Just give good service!
These questions pass through munication.
decorated with new carpets make specifications.) Reasonably
)1d. Free estimates. Call 753our minds as we now reflect in She
priced.
Phone
753-17
12.
home
for
enjoyed
great
buy
in
a
modestly
this
a
3123.
March 29NC
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY fond retrospect upon the life of a
PRICE MOBILE
recognition by leaders in
only $25,500.00. This colonial M16NC
411
.10
11-1 111.1.11114
truly Feat lady.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
Government local, state and
BUSINESS
HOME CENTER
RAII.ROAD WELDING and offers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dov+slon of U1!
The memory of"Aunt Ella" orT.
built
7
heat
and
air,
many
-HORSE
riding
mower,
32
inch.
national She was a Dutchess of
central
OPPORTUNITY
75247
1275 -Profit Drive Dallas, Taxi,
wrought iron shop. East Maple
'Miss Ella"-titles by which she Paducah, a Kentucky Colonel,
Homes from '2,995'
Man or Woman
.1 sat intwestod on TOM i nform a tics
in appliances, 2 car carport, cut, used 2 summers, phone 753Murray
from
Street,
across
about mottos money in the rending
Reliable person from this area to was lovingly known by many1TC
and a Kentucky Admital. On her
Low as '195" °owe
business. I haw I car and 6.8 hours
Lumber Co., owned by Dan paved drive, and large corner lot. 6200.
service
and
collect
from will be cherished and nurtured by
per iroW spare tow.
Call
753-4342
today.
100tlf Birthday she received
automatic
dispensers. No ex
Ily,%
641
S. Phone 753.2149
Hutson, operated by
0 I can invest $600 on a rout.
pertence-needed We establith members of a large pioneer greetings from the President of
15 WEANING pigs, will weigh 40
tiurra. Ky. Next 'I.
0 I cap inure 81500 on a routs_
APRIL7(
Phone 753-1933.
ADD ;150.00 A MONTH
accounts for you Car, references, Calloway County family and by a
to 60 lbs. Call-435-4725.
M16C
the United States. These honors
fIiilida Inn
and S995 to $1885 cash capital
To your income and keep
Name
necessary. 4 10 12 hours weekly multitude of friends and ad- she modestly shared and spread
your wife content
nets
REFINISHING.
excellent
monthly
income
Ask
FURNITURE
about
mirers.
our rental
GARDEN TRACTOR, plow, disc,
Address
among her loved ones and
Full time more For local in
• The remains of her remarkable friends, always the good neighbor
All work guaranteed. Free Well located duplex, only 1 year and cultivator-753-3987. M16C
terview, write:
City
_
old.
Live
in
one
side
and
rent
the
body have been livingly con- and interested in others.
pickup and delivery. Free
(Include telephone number)
Mow ( )
EAGLE
signed to the dust of her native
estimate. Antique or natural other. 3 bedrooms to each unit, BIG JACK TV antenna and rotor.
In our reflection upon the many
pt.
central heat and air, and utility
INDUSTRIES
New Concord hills, and her spirit, changing scenes of American life
finish. Jerry McCoy,753Phone 753-8109.
M16C
room
in
each
unit,
3938
Meactowbrook
Road
Priced
March 31C
after a long sojourn among in which she was privileged to
3045.
SERVICES OFFERED
St Louis Park, Minn 55.426
reasonable for excellent inortals, has returned to the God share, those of us who loved her
404 INTERNATIONAL tractor
HELPWANTED
vestment.
who gave it.
with
3
point
hitch.
H
Farman
two
most and best, find depth and
WANT TO mow lawns. Good
IN('OME TAX preperation,
IF LINE BUSY
People will talk about this meaning in the recall of her
row front end cultivator. Phone reasonable rates.
INCOME TOO small? Consider service. Contracts for summer. Keep
No over head.
trying. Everyone will be
quiet, gracious, friendly neighbor brave and wholesome life. We
435-4535.
Ml6P Farm and small business, $10.00.
full or part-time Rawleigh Home Phone 753-9483.
calling to find out about this 3
and kinsman who lived simply shall gather strength and inService Plan. Many earning $5
For further infornption phone
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlawn.
and modestly . amid the rural spiration for our days ahead and
COUCH,CHAIR, bathinette, two 437-4662.ITC
hourly and up. Opening in your
Price reduced for qiiIck sale.
scenes - of Esstere Calloway for which we shall proudly pass on to
pairs
curtains,
snow
tire,
8
track
no.:
area. Write, giving phone
FIVE ROOM rock house, full
almost 103 years. This length of succeeding generations.
Tired of Renting?
stereo tapes. Phone 753Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
upstairs, large utility room and Then call us on this cozy 2 6661.
life is indeed unusual and
M 19C A/CC GERMAN Shepherd stud
1TC
It is 'in- this true spirit of
Freeport, Ill.
garage. Lots of closet *ice. bedroom frame in a good neighremarkable. However, we are reflection and devotion that we
services. Black and
silver'.
753-8243
Available April 15. Phone
now keenly aware that it was not undertake this Tribute as a guide
borhood. The inside is in ex- CHAROLIAS BULL. Purebred, Phone 753-8351.
M16C.
after 4:30 p.m.M17C
quantity of years, but rather line for our own conduct and we
cellent repair, outside paint registered and sired by M G.M.
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
quality of living that marks her commend this notation of her
needed.
Hector 2nd., imported from
work. High school and military
SLEEPING ROOM. Furnished,
COUNTRY LIVING
life as colorful, exciting, true worth to the indestructible
France. Also some young bulls by Up, up and away
obligations completed. If you are
modern: private entrance, air- In this 3 bedroom on large lot 4 same bull. See W. T. McDermott,
111)1.1,11% 0011(1 l'1) Inflachallenging, and rewarding.
files of previous memory.
neat, efficient and willing to
conditioned, refrigerator, in- miles east of Murray on Hwy. 121. 3 miles east of Benton, Ky. on tion lutir.: Thr Serves) Ailtir,
A quick recital of incidents and
work, this is a good opportunity.
nile
voted
eight
In
dividual electric heat, washers, Electric heat, city water, and Hwy. 408.
experiences of "Aunt Ella' in her
M16P
Written by one
Some experience preferred.
lees 1.0r nes.
increase
dryers. Zimmerman Apart- garage. Just listed so call us
century might serve as the key to
who loved her.
House
Colonial
Apply
•Nri
7.11.
S200 10
ments, South 16th Street. Phone today. Priced right at $13,000.00. NEW HONDA,450 cc motorcycle. members ir
reflection- and musing on the
M20C
Smorgasbord.
CLUBMAN
Fornier
Brig.
753-6609 M 17C
'pralines
of
the
good and abunM15P
TOO MUCH TOGETHERNESS? Phone 753-7670
Gen. Earl F. Cole tells the lant life. In the year 18991=-72
If you would like to get away
APPLY AT Begley Drug Store,
Senate
Investigations Sub- ;ears ago-she lost her young
from it all call us on this 3 NICE 1962 Chevrolet 2 door Co-star
WANTED TO BUY
Central Shopping Center. Taking
committee in Washington iusband, Adolphus Hamlin. With
two automatic hog
hardtop,
also
bedroom
brick
veneer
on
Hwy.
and
applications today
IIIICI.)W11111) (1 1'1)
that sworn testimony ire small children she began the
M15C
1TC WANT TO BUY; used TV an- 783, 2 miles west of Murray on waterers phone 492-8622
Tuesday.
Nbrceriles I 4 :imilartilgi• landed
charging him with shady itruggle as a widow on a small
approximately
2
acres.
Carpeted
a rif-Ntarriot rnit. In -Cif,ih
dealings involving service .
tenna rotor. Phone 492-8620. M16P
living room, central heat and air, 10X50 MOBILE HOME, bought 'Night," a titicala Centrr 10.0 clubs is "unproved, untrue arm. Then there was no Social
SECRETARY.
WANTED:
new
in
1967.
Excellent
condition
iecurity, and no organized
2 baths, lots of storage, and 2 car
motion pician• starring Hobert
and slanderous." Cole was
Position open immediately. WANT TO BUY; logs and
with gas heat and completely Warivr.
tharities. She bravely faced the
carport.
demoted to colonel and
Shorthand required. Send resume standing timber. Also have for
furnished. Phone 753-8251.M17C
-esponsibilities of provider and
$7,300.00
forced
to
retire
last
year.
to P. 0. Box 32P., Murray, sale lumber and sawdust.
Will
buy
this
house
and
lot
M16C Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Kentucky
located at 103 Spruce St. This 2 CUB TRACTOR, mower, plow
Mont 753-4147. '
bedroom frame is available for and cultivator; disc. New paint
I'LL BET I
LADIES 2 openings full and partTFC
job. Phone Clinton, 653-6201 after
immediate
occupancy.
KNOW WHERE
time earn $2.00 an hour, no ex5:00
p.m.M2OP
AN
OFFICE BUILDING OR
HE'S HIDING
perience necessary we train. For
ESCAPED
interview appointment Phone REAL ESTATE FOR SALE BUSINESS
SAFE & fast with CONVICT IS
REDUCA
Business lot and building
753-1711 between 8-11 a.m. M17C
GoBese tablets 8i E-Vap "water
HIDING
located across from post office,
house
remodeled
pills" Holland Drug Store.M17C
BY OWNER:
IN THE
where the Maple Leaf Restaurant
with outbuildings on three acres;
ZOO
The building is
NEW 1971 12a50 mobile home, two miles -from city limits on was located.
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner
sturcturally sound. Buy this and
$3650.00. On private lot Jo rent, black topped road. Phone 753Blue Lustre is easy on the budget.
own office building or
M16C own your
3kt miles South of Murray. Phone 8088
Restores forgotten colors. Rent
business. $8,500.00
electric shampooer $1. Western
753-9151.
M15P
FARMS
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
NOTICE
160 acres joining city limits, Well."MI7C
approximately 1,500 ft. railroad
frontage,,also frontage on Hwy. BEI,TONE FACTORY fresh
94 Full sale price $42,500.00
hearing aid batteries for all,, make The Colonials
TERMITIS
:26 acres located 3.8 miles West
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.1TC
ASK_ HIM WHAT "TWO
Eat Your HMSO
city limits. This farm is fenced,
PLUS TWO EQUALS
has a barn and an excellent well. NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue
Great investment property.
carpets
cleans
Lustre
Just listed: one of the best 100 beautifully. Rent electric
DFL/61-iTED
PIWC>ENCE, •
acre farms on the West side, shampooer $1.00. Big K.M20C
ROAC141111
located only 3 miles South of
Carry Germs
Lynn Grove. This farm is fenced, TRAVEL TRAILER, 22 ft.
CAT RID Of
has 2 tobacco barns and is in a deluxe, self contained. Call 753PESTS
high state of productivity.
7117 days, after five pm. 753Choicsjelection of building lots 3425. ask for Tom.
M17C
available near new high school.
Also nice lot in Kingswood.
To list or buy-give us a try

NEED AN EXCITING
VACATION?
Plan to go this year!
Now escorted tours to
Hawaii, Canada, New
England, many others.
All expense. Get details
call
Pennyrile Tours
753-6453

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

McCONNELL

CUT THIS
AD OUT!

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store
401

Protect Your Home!

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 S. 13th Street
Nite
or
Day
753-3914
Phone
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v 'Member Chamber of Commerce-1k

A Multiple Listing Realtor
Donald R Tucker, Realtor
502 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky
Home phone
753-5020
Office phone
75.3-4342

Home phone
742-3465-

LOST: SOLID black, part Ite.igle
dog with white ring around neck.
red collar. Answers to name of
Pete. Phone 753-7395.M20C
LOST: CALLOWAy,County 1971
Graduation ring 'kith initials,
E.M.G. in ring. Reward. Phone
437-4415 after 5:0 p.m
M16C
LOST: WHITE male Pekingese.
-Answers to name of Charlie
4.3.-r.1207 . or., 753.11175r
Iteuard. I
ç
MI54

Liii Abnor
WHAT 15 'IT"
THAT KEEPS
'BOILING
POI p4-7-

ACADENW"
(FOR EXCI7ABLE
GIRLS) IN
TOUCH WITH
THE WORLD
OUTSIDE?
IT IS, OF

COURSE'
I'rf-

bur,HEY-WOW!! Wa GET\
10 PICK NEXT MONTH'S!!
ALL READERS.FROM 15 TO 2.0,
FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE-

4.
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POSTAGE PERSONALITIES

Blacks draft 'state of uniorrreply
WASHINGTON (UPIli The 12 members of the House Black Caucus are
preparing a "Black State of the Union"
report for their long-sought meeting
with President Nixon.

ber would be responsible for one repOrt
dealing with issues such as unemplosment, revenue sharing, cutbacks in federal job training programs_and Nixon's
Family Assistance Program.

The meeting during the week of
March 21 was arranged after the caucus
boycotted the President's Jan. 23 State
of the Union message at the Capitol.
The blacks charged Nixon with ignoring
the needs of the nation's Negroes and
criticized bim for failing to meet with
them to discuss black problems.

The unprecedented boscott of the
President's address caught the 1Vhite
House off guard and brought criticism
of the caucus from some of the nation's
news media.

Rep. William Clay (D.. Mo.), an active
member of the caucus, said each mem-

Prevented
Planting
Of Corn

Graveside rites for Mrs. Louise
M. Jellison of 712 Poplar Street,
Murray, were held Saturday
eleven o'clock at the West ••"Inere nase wen numerous
at
were
Four traffic collisions
Cemetery, Louisville. inquiries from producers afHaven
investigated by the Murray
were said at the fected by the corn blight in 1970
services
Prayer
Police Department on Friday.
Home regarding applicability of the
Funeral
se
No injuries were listed on the Embry-Bos
morning. prevented planting provision of
this
o'clock
ten
at
there
reports filed by the officers.
C.
Mrs. Jellison died Thursday at the ASCS Program," 011ie
Cars involved in the collision at
Calloway
the
of
chairman
Hall,
Hospital,
Jewish
the
eleven a.m. on Chestnut Street five p.m. at
having un- County ASCS Committee said.
were a 1968 Cutlass driven by Louisville, after
She "The Secretary of Agriculture
surgery.
heart
dergone
William R. Mancini of East
at has determined all counties in
dietitian
assistant
as
Chester, N. Y., and a 1962 Pon- served.
University for Kentucky were seriously effected
State
Murray
Ricky
by
tiac four door driven
by the corn blight in 1970 and the
twenty years.
Lee Lockhart of Hardin.
prevented planting credit will be
daughter,
one
are
Survivors
Both cars were going west on
required to file a written request
Lassen of Battle,
Chestnut Street when Mancini Mrs. Stuart
Mrs. with his county ASCS Committee
sister,
one
Mich.;
Creek,
stopped for cars ahead, but
of Murray; two Hall said. The producer must
Lockhart failed to see Mancini Woodfin Hutson
K. and John G. certify, that he was unable to
Richard
stopped in time to avoid a brothers,
five obtain sufficient N-Cytoplasm or
Louisville;
of
both
McClure,
collision, according to the police
three nephews. acceptable blend torn seed to
grandchildren;
report.
plant at least 45 per cent of the
Damage to the Oldsmoble was
farm feed grain base.
the
to
and
end
to the rear
-The producer must also list on
Lockhart car on the front end.
the request will be effective for
Involved in a collision at one
1971 when approved by the
p.m. on South 16th Street were a
(Continued From Page One) County Committee. .p
sedan
1966 Plymouth tour door
which emergency plans are "This provision will' enable
driven by Hazel Hood Furgerson
depends upon the local many of our producers who are
developed
of 703 Seth ifidt Street, Murray,
Each school will at- unable to obtain a sufficient
situation.
door
and a 1970 Catalina four
in such a way supply blight resistant or acorganize
to
tempt
sedan driven by Betty Kaye Swan
as to make itself sufficient in ceptable blend corn seed to
of Murray.
participate in the feed grain settime of emergency.
Police said Mrs. Furgerson
the aside program, receive payment,
attending
The
people
was backing out of the driveway
meeting were Director of Pupil and preserve their feed grain
at 703 South 16th Street and
Charlie Lassiter, base." Hall Concluded.
Personnel,
collided with the Swan car going
Edward Outland, Producers having further
Supervisor,
north on South 16th Street.
M. B. Rogers, and questions should contact the local
Rushing,
Tom
The Ply mouthwas damaged on
ASCS County Office.
Howard
Crittenden.
the rear part and the Catalina on
part.
rear
the right
Locust Street was the scene of a
collision at 12:45 p.m. between a
1967 Mecury two door hardtop
driven by Helen Spillane of
Beachwood, N. J., and a 1969
Chevrolet four door hardtop driven by Shirley Andrus
Washer of 110 Broach, Murray.
Party chief raps
Police said Mrs. Washer was I
so*
views
Democrats'
going west on Locust on the left
Dole
Clark
side when she pulled across in
CUMBERLAND. MD. WPII7 Sen. Robert .1. Dcle.
front of the Spillane car, also
National Republican chairman. has accused Ramsey
going west, on the right side of
Clark of being a "left-leaning marshmallow" and Sen.
tthe road.
Edmund S. Muskie (D., Maine) of undercutting PresiDamage to Mecury was on the
dent Nixon in Moscow.
left front fender and to the
In a speech at a fund-raising dinner last night,
Chevrolet on the right rear
the Kansas senator also criticized Sen. George
McGovern iD., S. D.i. the only announced Democratic
fender_
candidate for president. of failing to denounce
The other collision was a one
bombers that damaged the U. S. Capitol March 1.
car accident on South 4th Street
Dole flayed Clark, the U. S. attorney general
at 11:46 a.m. involving the 1970
President Johnson, for becoming involved in
under
Pontiac two door hardtop driven
the defense of the Rev. Philip Berrigan and five
by Yushin Yoo of 1611 Ryan
other persons indicted in an alleged plot to bomb
Avenue, Murray. Damage was
government facilities and kidnap Nixon aide Henry
report to the left rear quarter
A. Kissinger.
panel, according to the police
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report.
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In reply to such criticism. Clay said
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Quotes
News

Purchase Area 1 Mrs. Cora P. Allen
Hog Market Rites Held Sunday

CAR FIRE
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call to the home of
Joe Hosford, 1611 Belmonte
Drive, on Sunday at 350 p.m.
This was a car fire and was out on
arrival of the firemen.

WASHINGTON —Dr. Mark L.
Morris, one of three veterinarians who conducted a 12-week
study critical of the marketing
of all-meat dog foods or
fortified dog foods as -complete" canine diets:
"Some fellows sitting up on
Madison Avenue dreamed up
the all-meat dog food. It's a
good way to sell a product
because .4asople think of the dog
as a meat eater. But it doesn't
happen to be scientifically
true."
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MITCHELL
300
.ROD & REEL
COMBO -

--s

• Fold Out Tray

JOHNSON ROD-a REEL SET
5'/2-ft. Glass Rod, Model 140 Closed
Face Spin Casting Reel, Full Drag $
Adjustment, 240 ft. 10-1b. Test Line.

1392
Reg.

PoPie

2.99

Gives smooth, relaxing
fishing pleasure'
• Two
Spools
• 6'/2-ft.
Spinning
Rod

ZEBCO ROD & 202 REEL
A great outfit for the younger fisherman. Smooth action
closed face reel and sturdy, flexible rod. Make fishing
even more fun!
REG. '5.47

Regular
22.97
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commit suicide:
"What I am going to do is not
a desperate thing (that is not to
say wise either); there is a
choice ... please, please,
whoever you are who finds this
first. Try to convince my
family, my friends, whomever,
that I am not bitter in my
actions —but quiet, satisfied,
content.
"'The why is the reason."
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* FISHING LURE BONANZA *

9

7

A Real Buy on Famous Brand Fishing Lures!
Heddon Bomber
Cordell Revel
REG. to $1.53

CENIRAL SHOPPING CENTER —

99

Shop Roses
for All
Your
Fishing
Needs!
Low Low,
Prices,
Large
Selection
sTYi FOAM

BUCKET
trr,a MINNOW.
Light. Yet Sturdy!
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MURRAY — On 9 a.m.-9 p.M. Mon.-Sat.
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